Abstract-Device-to-device (D2D) communication is being considered an important traffic offloading mechanism for future cellular networks. Coupled with pro-active device caching, it offers huge potential for capacity and coverage enhancements. In order to ensure maximum capacity enhancement, number of nodes for direct communication needs to be identified. In this paper, we derive analytic expression that relates number of D2D nodes (i.e., D2D user density) and average coverage probability of reference D2D receiver. Using stochastic geometry and poisson point process, we introduce retention probability within cooperation region and shortest distance based selection criterion to precisely quantify interference due to D2D pairs in coverage area. The simulation setup and numerical evaluation validates the closed-form expression.
• User Equipment (UE) can act as relay network to extend coverage.
• Proximal communication offers reduced transmit power and direct communication offers no backhaul power consumption.
• Link reliability can be ensured due to single-hop topology instead of multi-hop star-like topology.
• Due to the short distance as compared to serving base station (BS) and due to single-hop topology, latency will virtually be zero.
• Core network is hardly used due to possibility of network and device pro-active caching, hence it will result in backhaul relaxation.
A. Related Work
In order to model the spatial distribution of nodes, mature framework of stochastic geometry is widely used in literature. In this framework, different nodes, (e.g., macrocells, small cells, and cellular users) are considered as point processes that produce shot-noise (SN) effect on reference point. The homogeneous poisson point process (PPP) has been extensively used in the literature [7] [8] [9] to analyze probability of successful transmission as well as transmission capacity of the system. However, in these papers, PPP has been considered to produce holistic SN effect which is valid for BS spatial distribution but not for the D2D pairs as we usually do not have all nodes to be in direct modes. Within the coverage area, only those nodes make D2D pairs which comply certain selection criterion (e.g., shortest distance). All nodes that do not meet this criterion switch to the cellular mode and do not cause interference at reference point.
For the case where selection criterion is not considered, it is always assumed that every node is in direct communication even if the partner node is at farthest node 1 . Similar to the previous papers, the authors in [10] analyzed the transmission capacity of D2D communication in heterogeneous networks assuming holistic SN effect at reference point.
B. Contribution and Organization
In this paper, we contribute the following:
• An analytic framework has been presented where average coverage probability of reference D2D pair and corresponding D2D user density in coverage area are derived. In this context, the retention probability is introduced in Laplace functional of marked PPP (MPPP) to precisely quantify interference due to neighboring D2D nodes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present system model followed by retention probability within cooperation region for D2D pairing in section III. In section IV, we analyze D2D user density and derive analytic expression for D2D user density and average coverage probability of reference D2D pair. Numerical results are presented in section V followed by conclusion in section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider small cell base station (SBS), cellular users, reference D2D pair, and D2D interferers as shown in Fig. 1 . In this system model, we assume that the potential D2D users share the uplink resources of cellular users. We consider time division duplex (TDD) mode for each D2D pair. The cellular users are provided both control and data services by the serving SBS whereas for D2D pairs, only control signaling is assumed. The interference is considered at reference D2D pair where not only neighboring D2D nodes interfere but cellular user also causes interference.
The coverage area of SBS is bounded between radius R and exclusion region R 0 . The distances between cellular user and SBS is r c , whereas the distance between SBS and reference D2D pair is r n . Every successful D2D pair has a distance of r d between nodes. The interference due to the cellular user on reference D2D pair is captured by distance d.
The SBS controls the power transmitted by the cellular user. However SBS has no power control on D2D pairs and for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the transmit power of D2D pairs is same. We assume distance dependent path-loss and Rayleigh fading for channels gains. The singular path-loss model (r −α ) is assumed and due to exclusion region it ensures that the model converges. All received powers (whether at SBS or at reference D2D receiver) follows exponential distribution with mean 1. The distance r ∈ {r c , r n } follows uniform probability distribution function (pdf) as follows:
where
The distance between cellular user and D2D pair is d, the pdf of which is given as [11] :
where 0 < d ≤ 2R.
III. RETENTION PROBABILITY
In order to quantify SN effect due to successful D2D pairs, some sort of selection criterion needs to be incorporated into Laplace functional of MPPP. If we do not consider selection criterion it means every node around the reference D2D pair is in direct mode of communication hence causing SN effect which is not a realistic assumption. To address this problem, we introduce retention probability based on shortest distance criterion to select certain nodes for D2D communication.
The homogeneous MPPP is represented by Φ = {x i , y i } where x i ∈ R 2 represents the spatial positions on the plane and y i ∈ R + represents the associated channel gains of D2D users. In order to incorporate distance based criterion for node selection, Φ needs to be converted to Φ p where p : R 2 → [0, 1] performs thinning of Φ to model the effect of criterion based selection of nodes.
The Laplace functional of MPPP implicitly represents the SN effect produced by number of points as [12] :
where f (x) is the real function defined on R d and λ is the intensity measure of points (i.e., D2D user density). If we introduce p(x) as the retention probability to thin the number of interferers, (3) can be represented as:
We introduce retention probability for random distance r d (based on [13] ) with model fitting parameter k to analytically capture simple reduced path-loss (shortest distance) based selection of D2D pairs as follows:
The model fitting parameter k has been determined by simulating the system model as shown in Fig. 2 . We can see that the value of k = 0.8 matches closely with analytic expression of retention probability especially for lower values of μ (e.g., μ < 50m).
To give insight into the thinning process, we plot retention probability for k = 0.8 and different values of λ in Fig. 3 . In this figure, the key parameters are λ and μ. As per intuition, higher value of λ implies more D2D interferers and large values of μ means higher path-loss between D2D pairs. From these curves, we can see that there is a trade-off between λ 
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Retention Probability and μ. The lower value of λ (e.g., 0.000012) offers higher μ (e.g., 50m) whereas higher values of λ (e.g., 0.0001) results into lower μ for a close match between analytic expression and simulation setup.
IV. D2D USER DENSITY
In this section, we derive average coverage probability of reference D2D pair in terms of D2D user density λ. We consider interference-limited environment (σ 2 = 0), hence signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) for reference pair is given as follows:
where p d , p c , and p i are the transmit powers of reference D2D transmitter, cellular user, and D2D interferers, respectively. The corresponding small-scale fading and distance dependent path-losses are given as
−α , and r
The total interference experienced by a single reference D2D receiver is the sum of interference from primary cellular user and all other D2D transmitters. Using (6) and assuming exponential distribution for desired and interfering channels f x for x ∈ {d, c, i}, the average coverage probability of reference D2D receiver is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The average coverage probability of an underlay D2D receiver is
Proof: See Appendix A. The transmit power of reference D2D pair and all other interfering D2D nodes is assumed to be same (p i = p d ). For R 0 ∼ 0, and α = 4, the average coverage probability (7) reduces to:-
The lower bound on average coverage probability of reference D2D receiver can be derived by assuming same transmit power for every D2D pair, and retention probability p(r d < μ) = 1 (i.e., allowing every node to be in D2D pair).
Corollary 1.1. The lower bound on average coverage probability of reference D2D pair for same power p i and p(r d < μ) = 1 is given as follows:
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we numerically evaluate the analytic expressions of Sec. IV by varying the number of different parameters for cell radius R = 500m and a radius of protection region R 0 = 1m. The cell edge effect is simulated by dropping D2D nodes around cell boundary. The D2D pairs are chosen on shortest distance criterion which is captured analytically by thinning the poisson point process using retention probability (5). The power ratio of cellular user and D2D transmitter is assumed to be 500 with p c = 100mW and p i = 0.2mW. In order to calculate the average effect of coverage probability, 3000 monte-carlo simulations are run. For an average coverage probability of a reference D2D receiver, a single drop of D2D pairs for λ = 0.000075 is shown in Fig. 4 . In this figure, solid square represents a cellular user, dotted small circles represent successful D2D pairs that produce SN effect and solid small circle represents reference D2D pair where the average coverage probability of D2D receiver is evaluated. Fig. 5 shows the average coverage probability of a reference D2D receiver for the setup shown in Fig. 4 . The distance between reference D2D transmitter and receiver has been assumed to be 30m. It can be seen that the coverage trend for different values of λ are very similar. Although the coverage probability of D2D receiver has been evaluated for a range of γ, however it is intuitive and instructive to use very small target distance μ to perform D2D pairing (shortest distance requires less transmit power and long battery time). Therefore, lower values of γ are required between D2D nodes and hence higher coverage probability is ensured. For example, the coverage drop for λ = [0.000025, 0.000075] is around 8% which is not very significant as compared to increase (3 times in this case) in D2D user density. The curves at lower values of γ show better coverage because of the dependence of coverage probability on distance between reference transmitter and receiver. In case of reference D2D pair, this distance is much smaller as compared to the distance between cellular user and serving SBS.
The lower bound on average coverage probability of ref- erence D2D pair is shown in Fig. 6 . Although non-realistic scenario has been assumed where every D2D node is in direct communication with the partner node, however, for an equal D2D transmit power, the lower bound can be evaluated to analyze the measure of interference generated by every node. The coverage trend is rather smooth and meets the intuition of coverage drop due to increased number of D2D pairs.
The effect of thinning and no-thinning of MPPP has been shown in Fig. 7 . In case of no-thinning, the analytic expression perfectly matches with simulation setup whereas thinning process produces certain mismatches for higher values of λ. This effect is in compliance with retention probability curves of Fig. 3 .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced retention probability (i.e., shortest distance based selection process) in Laplace functional of MPPP to identify D2D pairs in the coverage area. This process performed thinning of point process and precisely model the SN effect due to D2D pairs on reference D2D receiver. Based on this spatial distribution of D2D nodes, the average coverage probability of reference D2D pair has been analytically and numerically evaluated. The simulation results verify the closed-form approximations for different values of λ, and γ. By relaxing selection criterion i.e., p(r d < μ) = 1, a lower bound on average coverage probability has also been derived.
It has been observed that there is a certain mismatch between analytic expression of retention probability and the simulation step which is due to the non-exclusion of nodes within the cooperation region of potential D2D pairs. This nonexclusion phenomenon has not been captured completely in analytic expression of retention probability. However, assuming point to multi-point D2D pairs within cooperation region, this mismatch can be reduced. 
where the expectation considers cellular user distributions for uplink power, distance, and channel gain at the reference D2D receiver. In order to get insight into (15), we assume 1) the transmit power of cellular interferer is independent of D2D interferers and is controlled only by the serving SBS, 2) distance d between cellular interferer and reference D2D receiver follows pdf given by (2) , and 3) all fading channels follow Exp(1). The resulting cellular interference is
Using approximation from [9] [Sec. IV-C] and the first moment of d from [11] , (16) results into
All interferers (D2D transmitters) are dropped according to MPPP; therefore putting the value of I n from (12) into the second part on right hand side of (14) results into:
where (18) (1−f (x))xdx ,
Putting f (x) from (18) into (19) results:
By substituting
Since R 0 R, therefore assuming R 0 ∼ 0, the integral on right hand side of (21) can be evaluated as:
Putting (22) into (21) results into:
Putting (17) and (23) into (14), the average coverage probability of reference D2D receiver is:
